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The successful workflow of a Windows Server cluster
installation consists of: 1. Within a central server
role, you must configure the Windows Server
operating system so it can be used as a cluster
node. 2. Prepare the non-cluster nodes of the
cluster. You can build a Windows Server Core cluster
using the Server Core operating system on Windows
Server 2012. Cluster Windows Server operating
system deployments consist of nodes running the
Windows Server operating system. To construct a
Windows Server cluster, you must prepare the
nodes for their roles. Once the operating system
deployment is complete, you must start cluster
software components on each node. Windows
Server Core is a new, streamlined server
distribution. It is designed to be server-only and
uses only open source components. Windows Server
Core does not include the Windows operating
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system. Do not mix Windows Server Core with other
server products. Clusters are logical arrangements
of computers that share a common infrastructure.
Servers can belong to more than one cluster.
Windows Server Cluster Node configuration
Windows Server 2012 R2 supports the installation of
multiple cluster nodes on the same physical server.
The cluster nodes are virtual. It is important to use
the same operating system version for each cluster
node and to install all operating system updates to
the same version on each node. The cluster
manager's installation targets use the same install
media. Before you begin to configure Windows
Server Core, you should have sufficient resources
available. Note: Â When you install Windows Server,
you must choose a domain, and the computer must
be part of that domain. If the computer is not part of
a domain, you must create a domain before you
install Windows Server. You must install Windows
Server as the only operating system on the
computer, and this computer must be configured as
a cluster node. The first node of the cluster is a
quorum node. This node is required to complete
cluster operations. It is used to collect state
information and votes. To install Windows Server
Core, the operating system must be a 64-bit
version. Before you begin Before you begin to
configure Windows Server Core nodes, you should
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plan ahead. Make sure that you have sufficient
resources on each node. Configure network settings.
The individual nodes can be identical or different.
The following describes settings to configure a node
to be a cluster node. Note: If you plan to use
Windows Server Core nodes for domain services,
choose a domain that has at least three domains in
it, and then configure the service to use the domain
that is part of the 6d1f23a050
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